Much research in the last 2 decades has demonstrated that humans deviate from normative models of decision making and rational judgment. In 4 studies involving 954 participants, the authors explored the extent to which measures of cognitive ability and thinking dispositions can predict discrepancies from normative responding on a variety of tasks from the heuristics and biases literature including the selection task, belief bias in syllogistic reasoning, argument evaluation, base-rate use, covariation detection, hypothesis testing, outcome bias, if-only thinking, knowledge calibration, hindsight bias, and the false consensus paradigm. Significant relationships involving cognitive ability were interpreted as indicating algorithmic-level limitations on the computation of the normative response. Relationships with thinking dispositions were interpreted as indicating that styles of epistemic regulation can predict individual differences in performance on these tasks.
to appear nonnormative even when the model of competence is fully normative has implications for patterns of individual differences across reasoning tasks. For example, the strongest possible form of this view is that all discrepancies from normative responses are due to performance errors. This strong form has the implication that there should be virtually no correlations among performance on disparate reasoning tasks. If each departure from normative responding represents a momentary processing lapse due to distraction, carelessness, or temporary confusion, there is no reason to expect covariance in performance across various indexes of rational thinking. In contrast, positive manifold among disparate rational thinking tasks would call into question the notion that all variability in responding can be attributable to performance errors.
IMPLICATIONS OF INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES FOR PRESCRIPTIVE MODELS: ALGORITHMIC-LEVEL LIMITATIONS
Patterns of individual differences might have implications that extend beyond testing the view that discrepancies between descriptive models and normative models arise entirely from performance errors. For example, patterns of individual differences have implications for prescriptive models of rationality. The contrast between descriptive, normative, and prescriptive models of human reasoning is cogently discussed in Baron (1985) and Bell, Raiffa, and Tversky (1988) . Briefly, descriptive models are the goal of most work in empirical psychology. In contrast to descriptive models, which are concerned with observed behavior, normative models embody standards of cognitive activitystandards that, if met, serve to optimize the accuracy of beliefs and the efficacy of actions. Demonstrating that descriptive accounts of human behavior often diverged from these normative models was a main theme in the early literature on heuristics and biases (Arkes & Hammond, 1986; Evans, 1989; Kahneman, Slovic, & Tversky, 1982) .
As interesting as such divergences are, there is a major difficulty in labeling them as instances of irrationality. Judgments about the rationality of actions and beliefs must take into account the resource-limited nature of the human cognitive apparatus (Cherniak, 1986; Goldman, 1978; Harman, 1995; Oaksford & Chater, 1993 Stich, 1990) . Thus, prescriptive models are usually viewed as specifying how reasoning should proceed given the limitations of the human cognitive apparatus and the situational constraints (e.g., time pressure) with which the decision maker must deal (Baron, 1985; Bell et al., 1988) . In cases in which the normative model is computable, it is also prescriptive (at least in situations with no time pressure). In a case in which the normative model is not computable by the human brain, then the standard for human performance becomes the computable strategy closest to the normative model-the strategy that maximizes the individual's goal satisfaction given the individual's cognitive limitations and environmental context (Baron, 1985) .
The idea of computational limitations on optimal processing (which drives a wedge between the normative and prescriptive) is best discussed by first making some wellknown distinctions between levels of analysis in cognitive theory (Anderson, 1990 (Anderson, , 1991 Levelt, 1995; Marr, 1982; Newell, 1982 Newell, , 1990 Oaksford & Chater, 1995; Pylyshyn, 1984; Sterelny, 1990) . We follow here the taxonomy of Anderson (1990) , who has drawn most heavily on the work of Marr (1982) and Newell (1982) . Anderson (1990) has defined four levels of theorizing in cognitive science: a biological level that is inaccessible to cognitive theorizing, an implementation level designed to approximate the biological, an algorithmic level (an abstract specification of the computational processes necessary to carry out a task), and the rational level. The last level provides a specification of the goals of the system's computations (what the system is attempting to compute and why) and can be used to suggest constraints on the operation of the algorithmic level. According to Anderson (1990) , the rational level specifies what are the "constraints on the behavior of the system in order for that behavior to be optimal" (p. 22). The description of this level of analysis proceeds from a "general principle of rationality" that assumes that: "the cognitive system operates at all times to optimize the adaptation of the behavior of the organism" (Anderson, 1990, p. 28 ). Thus, the rational level of analysis is concerned with the goals of the system, beliefs relevant to those goals, and the choice of action that is rational given the system's goals and beliefs (Anderson, 1990; Bratman, Israel, & Pollack, 1991; Dennett, 1987; Newell, 1982 Newell, ,1990 . However, even if all humans were optimally adapted to their environments at the rational level of analysis, there may still be computational limitations at the algorithmic level (e.g., Cherniak, 1986; Goldman, 1978; Oaksford & Chater, 1993 Overton, 1985 Overton, ,1990 . Individual differences in actual performance would therefore still be expected (despite no rational-level differences) because of differences at the algorithmic level. Thus, the magnitude of the correlation between performance on a reasoning task and cognitive capacity provides an empirical clue about the importance of algorithmic limitations in creating discrepancies between descriptive and normative models. A strong correlation suggests important algorithmic limitations that might make the normative response not prescriptive for those of lower cognitive capacity. In contrast, the absence of a correlation between the normative response and cognitive capacity suggests no computational limitation and thus no reason why the normative response should not be considered prescriptive.
Additionally, the direction of the correlation might also help to indicate whether the correct normative model is being used to evaluate performance. For example, theorists in the heuristics and biases literature who defend the standard normative models are sometimes criticized for explaining divergences between normative models and actual performance by claiming that limitations in computational capacity prevent the normative response. But critics who claim that the wrong normative model is being invoked have argued that there is "no support for the view that people would choose in accord with normative prescriptions if they were provided with increased capacity" (Lopes & Oden, 1991, p. 209) .
One way to indirectly test this claim is to investigate how responses on reasoning tasks correlate with measures of cognitive capacity. If that correlation is positive, it would seem to justify the use of the normative model being employed to evaluate performance, whereas negative correlations might be indicating that an inappropriate normative model is being applied to the situation. This would seem to follow from the arguments of the optimization theorists who emphasize the adaptiveness of human cognition (Anderson, 1990 (Anderson, ,1991 D. T. Campbell, 1987; Cooper, 1987; Cosmides &Tooby, 1994 Oaksford & Chater, 1993 Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1993; Schoemaker, 1991; Shanks, 1995) . Assuming that the rational model for all humans in a given environment is optimized in an evolutionary sense, as previously mentioned, individual differences in actual performance would still be expected (despite no rational-level differences) because of differences at the algorithmic level. The responses of organisms with fewer algorithmic limitations would be assumed to be closer to the response that a rational analysis would reveal as optimal. For example, the optimal strategy might be computationally more complex, and only those with the requisite computational power might be able to compute it. Under standard assumptions about the adaptive allocation of cognitive resources (Anderson, 1991; Payne et al., 1993; Schoemaker, 1991) , die additional computational complexity would only be worth dealing with if the strategy were indeed more efficacious. Alternatively, the optimal strategy might not be more computationally complex. It might simply be more efficient and more readily recognized as such by more intelligent organisms. Thus, negative correlations with the response considered normative might call into question the appropriateness of the normative model being applied. This follows because it is assumed that most adaptation theorists would wish to avoid the conclusion that humans with more computational power systematically choose the nonnormative response.
Finally there is the possibility that cognitive ability might not correlate with performance on a particular reasoning task. Thus, the discrepancy between descriptive and normative models of behavior in such a situation cannot be attributed to algorithmic-level limitations. If the gap also cannot be attributed to performance errors, then there are two other important possibilities. One is that humans are systematically computing a nonnormative rule (Baron, 1991b; Kahneman & Tversky, 1996; Shafir, 1994) . The other is that some individuals are adopting an alternative task construal that warrants another normative model. The latter possibility follows from the by now widely recognized point that the evaluation of the normative appropriateness of a response to a particular task is always relative to a particular interpretation of the task (Adler, 1984; Berkeley & Humphreys, 1982; Broome, 1990; Gigerenzer, 1996; Schick, 1987 Schick, ,1997 Tversky, 1975) .
IMPLICATIONS OF INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES FOR PRESCRIPTIVE MODELS: THINKING DISPOSITIONS AS MODERATORS OF COMPETENCE
An important tradition within developmental psychology views various organismic factors as moderators of basic cognitive competence (Neimark, 1981 (Neimark, ,1985 Overton, 1985 Overton, , 1990 Overton & Newman, 1982) . In this study, we have examined whether we can identify such factors using as a framework the distinction between cognitive capacities and thinking dispositions. Baron (1985 Baron ( , 1988 has provided one of the most extensive discussions of the distinction. In his conceptualization, capacities refer to the types of cognitive processes studied by information-processing researchers seeking the underlying cognitive basis of performance on IQ tests. Perceptual speed, discrimination accuracy, working memory capacity, and the efficiency of the retrieval of information stored in long-term memory are examples of cognitive capacities that underlie traditional psychometric intelligence (Carpenter, Just, & Shell, 1990; Deary & Stough, 1996; Dougherty & Haith, 1997; Estes, 1982; Fry & Hale, 1996; Hunt, 1978 Hunt, ,1987 Vernon, 1991 Vernon, ,1993 .
According to Baron's (1985) conception, cognitive capacities cannot be unproved in the short-term by admonition or instruction. They are, nevertheless, affected by long-term practice. Thinking dispositions, in contrast, are better viewed as cognitive styles that are more malleable: "Although you cannot improve working memory by instruction, you can tell someone to spend more time on problems before she gives up, and if she is so inclined, she can do what you say" (Baron, 1985, p. 15) . Rational thinking dispositions are those that relate to the adequacy of belief formation and decision making, things like the disposition to weigh new evidence against a favored belief heavily (or lightly), the disposition to spend a great deal of time (or very little) on a problem before giving up, or the disposition to weigh heavily the opinions of others in forming one's own. (Baron, 1985, p. 15) Because thinking dispositions and cognitive capacity are thought to differ in their degree of malleability, it is important to determine the relative proportion of variance in rational thinking skills that can be explained by each. To the extent that thinking dispositions explain variance in a rational thinking skill independent of cognitive capacity, theorists such as Baron (1985 Baron ( , 1988 Baron ( , 1993b would predict that the skill would be more teachable.
We further suggest here that individual differences in cognitive ability and thinking dispositions refer to variation in components of a cognitive system at different levels of analysis. Variation in cognitive ability refers to individual differences in the efficiency of processing at the algorithmic level. In contrast, thinking dispositions of the type studied in this investigation elucidate individual differences at the rational level. They index die individual's goals and epistemic values (Anderson, 1990 (Anderson, , 1991 Kruglanski & Webster, 1996) . Thus, the magnitude of the correlation between performance on a reasoning task and thinking dispositions provides an empirical clue about the importance of rational level thinking styles and goals in hindering or facilitating normative responding. A strong correlation would suggest that the normative response might not currently be prescriptive for those possessing certain rational-level thinking styles. But here is where Baron's (1985) point about differences between cognitive capacities and thinking dispositions in relative malleability becomes especially important. If a cognitive style was the factor limiting normative responding, the prescriptive model for such an individual might be much more malleable (and potentially convergent with the normative model) than in the case of an individual with an algorithmic limitation.
The empirical search for individual difference factors that account for discrepancies between descriptive models of actual behavior and normative models can also be viewed within the competence-activation-utilization approach of developmental theorists (Overton, 1990; Overton & Newman, 1982) . Overton and Newman (1982) argue that two distinct components are required for a complete psychological theory. One is a competence component that is an idealized model of the abstract knowledge possessed by an individual in a given domain. The activation-utilization component encompasses the psychological procedures and situational factors that determine the manifestation of the competence. Activation-utilization factors serve to explain at least some of the discrepancies between descriptive and normative models. These factors incorporate the potential algorithmic limitations discussed previously. However, Overton and Newman (1982; see also Neimark, 1981 Neimark, , 1985 Overton, 1990) are clear that cognitive styles are also activation-utilization factors that both hinder and facilitate the manifestation of competence (see Overton, Byrnes, & O'Brien, 1985 , for an empirical example).
THE ANALYTIC STRATEGY
In the following series of studies, we have explored the implications of individual differences in rational thought for explanations of the gap between descriptive and normative models of reasoning and decision making. We have examined whether individual differences in a variety of deductive and inductive reasoning tasks display patterns of association among themselves and with measures of cognitive ability and rational thinking dispositions.
Associations among the reasoning tasks themselves have been interpreted as falsifying the strong view that all discrepancies between actual responses and normative responses can be attributed to nonsystematic performance errors. Correlations among disparate tasks would, in contrast, at least suggest the operation of systematic factors such as limitations at the algorithmic or rational levels that prevent normative responding. Correlations with measures of cognitive capacity would suggest the presence of computational limitations that render the normative response not prescriptive for those of lower cognitive capacity. Analogously, the magnitude of the correlation between performance on a reasoning task and thinking dispositions provides an empirical clue about the importance of rational level thinking styles and goals in hindering or facilitating normative responding. The direction of the correlation with these factors may provide clues as to which response model is being optimized if it is accepted as a corollary of optimization theory that extra cognitive capacity is always used to execute more efficacious strategies.
EXPERIMENT 1: TASK SELECTION
We present in this study the most comprehensive analysis to date of individual differences on tasks from the reasoning and from the heuristics and biases literature. Deductive tasks from the reasoning literature and inductive reasoning tasks from the heuristics and biases literature have traditionally been investigated within separate research programs (Evans, 1989 ; but see Evans, Over, & Manktelow, 1993; JohnsonLaird & Shafir, 1993; Shark, 1994) . Tasks from both literatures were examined in the experiments reported here. For the remainder of this discussion, tasks from both of these literatures are collectively termed rational thinking, or reasoning, tasks. In Experiment 1 we employed three rational thinking tasks from the research literature and one that we devised.
The first of the three tasks that we chose from the existing research literature was a syllogistic reasoning task. In order to highlight the logical aspect of the task and to emphasize the type of decontextualization believed to be critical for rational thought, we employed conclusions that contradicted world knowledge when the syllogism was valid and that were consistent with world knowledge when the syllogism was invalid (see Evans, Barston, & Pollard, 1983; Evans, Over, et al., 1993; Markovits & Bouffard-Bouchard, 1992) .
The research literatures on deductive reasoning and on statistical reasoning have developed largely in separation, although some integrative efforts have recently been made (see Evans, Over, et al., 1993; Legrenzi, Girotto, & JohnsonLaird, 1993) . Because studies of reasoning with contrary-tofact syllogisms derive from the former, our next task was drawn from the statistical reasoning literature. The type of statistical reasoning problem we examined was one inspired by the work of Nisbett and Ross (1980) on the tendency for human judgment to be overly influenced by vivid but unrepresentative personal and case evidence and to be underinfluenced by more representative and diagnostic, but pallid, statistical evidence.
The third task that we chose from the literature was Wason's (1966) selection task (sometimes termed the fourcard task). Variants of the task have been the subject of intense investigation (see Beattie & Baron, 1988; Evans, Newstead, et al., 1993; Liberman & Klar, 1996; Newstead & Evans, 1995) . Unlike the case of the contrary-to-fact syllogisms task and statistical reasoning task, whereby a substantial number of people give the normative response, the gap between the descriptive and normative for the abstract selection task is unusually large. Less than 10% of the participants give the normative response on the abstract version (Evans, Newstead, et al., 1993) . This has led some to question whether the P and not-2 choice should in fact be considered the normative response (Fetzer, 1990; Finocchiaro, 1980; Lowe, 1993; Nickerson, 1996; Oaksford & Chater, 1994; Wetherick, 1995) .
The fourth task in Experiment 1 was one that we devised and that was constructed in an attempt to capture an aspect of rational thought emphasized by many theorists: the ability to evaluate the quality of an argument independent of one's feelings and personal biases about the proposition at issue. With this task-the argument evaluation test (AET)-we employed an analytic technique for developing separate indexes of a person's reliance on the quality of an argument and on their own personal beliefs about the issue in dispute (Stanovich & West, 1997) .
Our methodology involved assessing, on a separate instrument, the participant's degree of agreement with a series of propositions. On an argument evaluation measure, administered at a later time, the person evaluated arguments related to the same propositions. The arguments had an operationally determined quality. Our analytic strategy was to regress the participant's evaluation of the argument simultaneously on the objective measure of argument quality and on the individual's prior opinion. The standardized beta weight for argument quality then becomes an index of the participant's reliance on the quality of arguments independent of their opinions on the issues in question. The task assesses argument evaluation skills of the type studied in the informal reasoning literature (Baron, 1991a (Baron, , 1995 Klaczynski & Gordon, 1996; Kuhn, 1991 Kuhn, , 1993 Perkins, Farady, & Bushey, 1991) .
Cognitive capacity was measured in these experiments by administering well-known cognitive ability and academic aptitude tasks. All are known to load highly on psychometric g (Carpenter et al., 1990; Carroll, 1993; Matarazzo, 1972) and such measures have been linked to neurophysiological and information-processing indicators of efficient cognitive computation (Caryl, 1994; Deary, 1995; Deary & Stough, 1996; Detterman, 1994; Fry & Hale, 1996; Hunt, 1987; Stankov & Dunn, 1993; Vernon, 1991 Vernon, , 1993 Vernon & Mori, 1992) .
With regard to thinking dispositions, we focused on those most relevant to epistemic rationality-processes leading to more accurate belief formation and to more consistent belief networks (Audi, 1993a (Audi, , 1993b Foley, 1987 Foley, , 1988 Foley, , 1991 Goldman, 1986; Harman, 1995; Kitcher, 1993; Nozick, 1993; Stanovich, 1994, in press; Stanovich & West, 1997; Thagard, 1992) . We attempted to tap the following dimensions: epistemological absolutism, willingness to switch perspectives, willingness to decontextualize, and the tendency to consider alternative opinions and evidence. Baron (1985 Baron ( , 1988 Baron ( , 1993b ) has viewed such cognitive styles as tapping a dimension he calls actively open-minded thinking (see also, Kruglanski & Webster, 1996; Schommer, 1993 Schommer, , 1994 .
Method

Participants
The participants were 197 undergraduate students (56 men and 141 women) recruited through an introductory psychology participant pool at a medium-sized state university. Their mean age was 18.9 years (SD = 1.3).
Rational Thinking Tasks
Syllogistic Reasoning Task
Students evaluated eight syllogisms whereby logic was in conflict with believability. The eight problems were taken from the work of Markovits and Nantel (1989) . Four of the problems had conclusions that followed logically but were unbelievable (e.g., All mammals walk. Whales are mammals. Conclusion: Whales walk), and four problems had conclusions that did not follow logically but were believable. Participants were given instructions strongly emphasizing that they should evaluate logical validity and not the believability of the conclusion. The score on this task was the raw number correct out of eight. The mean score was 4.4 (SD = 2.2). Only 18 of the 195 students completing this task answered all eight items correctly.
Selection Task
Since its introduction by Wason (1966) , the selection task has been investigated in a variety of different forms (see Evans, Newstead, et al, 1993 , for a review). We employed five items, all of which were composed of real-life but somewhat arbitrary content. The five rules were: Papers with an 'A' on one side have the comment 'excellent' on the other side; If 'Baltimore' is on one side of the ticket, then 'plane' is on the other side of the ticket; If it's a 'USA' postcard, then a '200' stamp is on the other side of the postcard; Whenever the menu has 'fish' on one side, 'wine' is on the other side; Every coin with 'Madison' on one side has 'library' on the other side.
All five problems were accompanied by a graphic choice displaying four alternatives that represented tile choices P, not-P, Q, and not-Q for that particular problem. Students were asked to decide which alternatives they would need to turn over in order to find out whether the rule was true or false.
Overall performance on the selection task was extremely low, as in other studies using arbitrary or abstract content (Beattie & Baron, 1988; Evans, Newstead, et al, 1993; Klaczynski & Laipple. 1993) . Only 23 of the 191 students gave a correct response (P and not-0 on at least one of the five problems. Only 3 of 191 individuals answered all five items correctly. The pattern of incorrect responses displayed by our participants replicated that found in other studies of performance on the selection task (see Evans, Newstead, et al, 1993; Jackson & Griggs, 1988; Newstead & Evans, 1995) . In a meta-analysis of selection task studies, Oaksford and Chater (1994) found that the probabilities of choosing the P, Q, not-Q, and not-P cards were .89, .62, .25, and .16, respectively. The probabilities in our experiment (.88, .66, .22, and .15) were highly convergent. Because the mean number of correct responses across the five trials was so low (0.27) and so highly skewed, we sought a more continuous index of performance. Our choice was to sum-across all five trials-the number of correct responses (P, not Q) and the number of incorrect choices (not P, Q). We then formed a score for each student by subtracting the number of incorrect responses from the number of correct responses (this index is the summed version of the logic index employed by Pollard & Evans, 1987 ; other scoring methods produced highly convergent results). Scores on this index ranged from a high of 10 to a low of -5, and the mean score was 1.47 (SD = 2.7).
Statistical Reasoning: Inductive Preferences Task
These problems were like those used in the work of Fong et al. (1986) and Jepson et al. (1983) but were adapted into a multiplechoice format. The problems were structured so that the participant had to make an inductive inference in a simulation of a real-life decision. The information relevant to the decision was conflicting and of two different types. One type of evidence was statistical: either probabilistic or aggregate base-rate information that favored one of the bipolar decisions. The other evidence was a concrete case or personal experience that pointed in the opposite direction. The classic Volvo-versus-Saab item (see p. 285 of Fong et al., 1986) provides an example and was included in our battery. In this problem, a couple are deciding to buy one of two otherwise equal cars. Consumer surveys, statistics on repair records, and polls of experts favor the Volvo over the Saab. However, a friend reports experiencing a severe mechanical problem with the Volvo he owns. Preference for the Volvo indicates a tendency to rely on the large sample of positive information in spite of salient negative personal testimony. Five additional problems of this type were employed: the college choice, admissions, and class choice problems adapted from Jepson et al. (1983) , and the curriculum choice, and marriage and baseball performance problems adapted from Fong et al. (1986) . The problems were all scored in the direction giving higher scores to the choice of the aggregate information and lower scores to the single case, or individuating, evidence. These six problems all involved causal aggregate information, analogous to the causal base rates discussed by Ajzen (1977) and Bar-Hillel (1980 , that is, base rates that had a causal relationship to the criterion behavior (under the alternative conceptualization of Bar-Hillel, 1980 , the problems had relevant base rates). A seventh problem that was examined was the batting average problem adapted from Lehman et al. (1988) . Performance on each of these seven inductive preference items was standardized, and the seven z scores were summed to form a composite score for statistical reasoning.
Argument Evaluation Test
The argument evaluation test (AET) consisted of 23 items. The instructions introduced the participants to a fictitious individual, Dale, whose arguments they were to evaluate. Each item began with Dale stating an opinion about a social issue (e.g., "The welfare system should be drastically cut back in size.")-The individual is then asked to indicate the extent to which they agree with the opinion on a 4-point scale: strongly disagree (1), disagree (2), agree (3), strongly agree (4). Dale then gives a justification for the opinion (in this case, for example, "The welfare system should be drastically reduced in size because welfare recipients take advantage of the system and buy expensive foods with their food stamps."). A critic then presents an argument to counter this justification (e.g., "Ninety-five percent of welfare recipients use their food stamps to obtain the bare essentials for their families."). The participant is told to assume that the counterargument is factually correct. Finally, Dale attempts to rebut the counterargument (e.g., "Many people who are on welfare are lazy and don't want to work for a living."). Again assuming that the argument is factually correct, the student is told to evaluate the strength of Dale's rebuttal to the critic's argument. The instructions remind the individual that he or she is to focus on the quality of Dale's rebuttal and to ignore the issue of whether or not he or she agreed with Dale's original opinion. The participant then evaluates the strength of the rebuttal on a 4-point scale: very weak (1), weak (2), strong (3), very strong (4). The remaining 22 items are structured analogously. With one exception, they all concerned real social and political issues (e.g., gun control, taxes, university governance, automobile speed limits). Several examples of items on the AET are provided in Stanovich and West (1997) . AET items varied greatly in the degree to which participants endorsed the original opinion-from a low of 1.88 for the item "It is more dangerous to travel by air than by car" to a high of 3.79 for the item "Seat belts should always be worn when traveling in a car." Likewise, the mean evaluation of the rebuttal ranged from 1.96 to 3.57.
The analysis of performance on the AET required that the individuals' judgments of the strength of the rebuttals be compared to some objective standard. We employed a summary measure of eight expert judges of the arguments as the normative index. Specifically, three full-time faculty members of the Department of Philosophy at the University of Washington; three full-time faculty members of the Department of Philosophy at the University of California, Berkeley; and the two authors judged the strength of the rebuttals. The median correlation between the judgments of the eight experts was .74. Although the problems were devised by the two authors, the median correlations between their judgments and those of the external experts were reasonably high (.78 and .73, respectively) and roughly equal to the median correlation among the judgments of the six external experts themselves (.73). Thus, for the purposes of the regression analyses described later, the median of the eight experts' judgments of each of the 23-item rebuttals served as the objective standard and was employed as the objective index of argument quality for each item. As an example, on the previous item, the median of the experts' ratings of the rebuttal was 1.50 (between weak and very weak). The mean rating given the item by the participants was 2.02 (weak).
One indication of die validity of the experts' ratings is that the experts were vastly more consistent among themselves in thenevaluation of the items than were the participants. Because the median correlation among the eight experts' judgments was .74, a parallel analysis of consistency among the participants was conducted in order to provide a comparison. Twenty-four groups of 8 participants were formed and the correlations among the 8 individuals in each group calculated. The median correlation for each of the 24 groups was then determined. The highest median across all of the 24 groups was .42, substantially below the experts' value of .74. The mean of the median correlation in the 24 groups was .28, markedly below the degree of consistency in the experts'judgments.
Individual differences in participants' relative reliance on objective argument quality and prior belief were examined by running separate regression analyses on each student's responses. That is, a separate multiple regression equation was constructed for each student. The student's evaluations of argument quality served as the criterion variable in each of 194 separate regression analyses. Each individual's 23 evaluation scores were regressed simultaneously on both the 23 argument quality scores (the experts' ratings) and the 23 prior belief scores (the participant's original agreement with the target proposition). For each individual, these analyses resulted in two standardized beta weights: one for argument quality and one for prior belief. The former beta weight-an indication of the degree of reliance on argument quality independent of prior belief-is used as the primary indicator of the ability to evaluate arguments independent of beliefs.
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The mean multiple correlation across the 194 separate regressions in which the participant's evaluations was regressed on objective argument quality scores and his or her prior belief scores was .509 (SD = .153). Across the 194 regressions, the mean p weight for argument quality was .340 (SD = .202). These latter values varied widely-from a low of-.214 to a high of .835. Only 7 of 194 participants had negative p weights. Across the 194 regressions, the mean (5 weight for prior belief was .243 (SD = 235). These values also varied widely-from a low of -.384 to a high of .809. Only 33 of 194 participants had negative |J weights.
Cognitive Ability Measures Scholastic Aptitude Test Scores
Because Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores were not available to us because of university restrictions, students were asked to indicate their verbal and mathematical SAT scores on a demographics sheet. The mean reported verbal SAT score of the 184 students who filled in this part of the questionnaire was 521 (SD = 70), the mean reported mathematical SAT score was 572 (SD = 84), and mean total SAT score was 1093 (SD = 118). These reported scores are reasonably close to the averages for this institution, which are 520, 587, and 1107, respectively (Straughn & Straughn, 1995 ; all SAT scores were from administrations of the test prior to its recent rescaling).
Participants indicated their degree of confidence in their memory of their scores on a 5-point scale (high, moderately high, somewhat high, low, very low) . Of the sample, 76.6% indicated that their degree of confidence was high or moderately high and only 1.6% of the sample indicated that their confidence was very low. Finally, 163 of the 184 students granted permission for the experimenters to look up their SAT scores. The correlations to be reported were virtually unchanged when students less than moderately confident of their scores or students who did not give permission to look up their scores were excluded. This was true for all subsequent experiments as well. Thus, reported SAT scores from the entire sample are employed in the analyses. Considerable empirical evidence on the validity of the reported SAT scores is presented in Experiment 2 and in Stanovich, West, and Harrison (1995) .
The Raven Matrices
Participants completed 18 problems from the Raven Advanced Progressive Matrices (Set n, Raven, 1962 , hereinafter referred to as the Raven matrices), a task tapping general problem-solving skills and commonly viewed as a good measure of analytic intelligence (Carpenter et al., 1990) . The students were given 15 min to complete the 18 items on the test. By eliminating 12 of the easiest problems, in which performance in a college sample is near ceiling, and 6 of the most difficult problems in which performance is nearly floored (Carpenter et al., 1990; Raven, Court, & Raven, 1977) , we tried to achieve a cut-time version of the test that would still have adequate reliability. A previous investigation using a 16-item version of the Raven Standard Progressive Matrices achieved reliabilities over .75 in samples of children (Cahan & Cohen, 1989) . The split-half reliability of our 18-item measure (.69, Spearman-Brown corrected) was similar. The mean score on the test was 9.6 (SD = 3.0).
Reading Comprehension
Participants completed the Comprehension subscale of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test (Form F; Brown, Bennett, & Hanna, 1981 ; hereinafter referred to as the Nelson-Denny Comprehension measure). In order to cut the administration time from 20 min to 14 min, the long initial passage of Form F and one other passage were omitted, along with their 12 questions. Students thus completed six of the eight passages and answered the 24 questions associated with those six passages. The split-half reliability of this shortened version of the test (.70, Spearman-Brown corrected) was only slightly lower than the alternate-form reliability of .77 reported in the test manual (Brown et al., 1981) . The mean score on the comprehension subtest was 19.8 (SD = 2.8).
Cognitive Ability Composite
In several of the analyses reported later a composite cognitive ability score that combined performance on the ability measures was employed. To form this index, scores on the Raven matrices (1962), scores on the Nelson-Denny Comprehension measure (Brown et al., 1981) , and the SAT Total scores were standardized and summed.
Thinking Dispositions Questionnaire
Participants completed a questionnaire consisting of intermixed items from a number of subscales. The response format for each item in the questionnaire was strongly agree (4), slightly agree (3), slightly disagree (2), and strongly disagree (1). The subscales were as follows:
Actively Open-Minded Thinking Scale
Items on the Actively Open-Minded Thinking (AOT) subscale were devised by the authors. The design of the items was influenced by a variety of sources from the critical thinking literature (e.g., Ennis, 1987; Facione, 1992; Nickerson, 1987; Noras & Ennis, 1989; Perkins, Jay, & Tishman, 1993; Zechmeister & Johnson, 1992) but most specifically by the work of Baron (1985 Baron ( , 1988 Baron ( , 1993b , who has emphasized the concept of actively open-minded thinking through the cultivation of reflectiveness rather than impulsivity, the seeking and processing of information that disconnrms one's belief (as opposed to confirmation bias in evidence seeking), and the willingness to change one's beliefs in the face of contradictory evidence. There were 10 items on the AOT scale that tapped the disposition toward reflectivity (e.g., "If I think longer about a problem I will be more likely to solve it."), willingness to consider evidence contradictory to beliefs (e.g., "People should always take into consideration evidence that goes against their beliefs."), and tolerance for ambiguity combined with a willingness to postpone closure ("There is nothing wrong with being undecided about many issues," "Changing your mind is a sign of weakness,"-the latter reverse scored).
Counterfactual Thinking Scale
A two-item subscale designed to tap Counterfactual thinking was devised by the authors. The two scale items were: "My beliefs 1 Virtually identical results were obtained by using as a variable the beta weight for argument quality minus the beta weight for item agreement. Therefore, the simpler index-the beta weight for argument quality-was employed in the subsequent analyses.
would not have been very different if I had been raised by a different set of parents" and "Even if my environment (family, neighborhood, schools) had been different, I probably would have the same religious views." Both items were reversed scored so that higher scores indicate counterfactual thinking.
Absolutism Scale
This subscale was adapted from the Scale of Intellectual Development (SID) developed by Erwin (1981 Erwin ( , 1983 . The SID represents an attempt to develop a multiple-choice scale to measure Perry's (1970) hypothesized stages of intellectual development in young adulthood (see also Kramer, Kahlbaugh, & Goldston, 1992; Schommer, 1993) . We chose nine items designed to tap Perry's early stages, which are characterized by an absolutist orientation. This orientation is captured by items such as "It is better to simply believe in a religion than to be confused by doubts about it" and "Right and wrong never change."
Dogmatism
The Dogmatism subscale consisted of three items taken from a short-form field version (Troldahl & Powell, 1965 ) of Rokeach's (1960) Dogmatism scale (e.g., "Of all the different philosophies which exist in the world there is probably only one which is correct.").
Paranormal Beliefs
The Paranormal Beliefs subscale was composed of six items. Two items were concerned with belief in astrology ("It is advisable to consult your horoscope daily"; "Astrology can be useful in making personality judgments") and were adapted from the Paranormal Belief scale validated by Jones, Russell, and Nickel (1977) . The four remaining items concerned the belief in the concept of luck (e.g., "The number 13 is unlucky.") and were similar to items on the Superstition subscale of a paranormal beliefs questionnaire developed by Tobacyk and Milford (1983) .
Social Desirability Response Bias
Five items reflecting social desirability response bias (Furnham. 1986; Paulhus & Reid, 1991) were taken from Erwin's (1981 Erwin's ( , 1983 ) SID (e.g., "I always put forth my best effort," "I never mislead people."). These items are similar to other five-item social desirability instruments in the literature (see Hays, Hayashi, & Stewart, 1989) . None of the relationships to be discussed was mediated by social desirability effects, so this measure is not discussed further.
Thinking Dispositions Composite
A thinking dispositions composite score (TDC) was formed by summing the scores on the AOT and Counterfactual Thinking scales and then subtracting the sum of the scores on the Absolutism, Dogmatism, and Paranormal scales (forming the composite from standardized scores of the five variables resulted in virtually identical correlational results). Thus high scores on the TDC indicate open-mindedness, cognitive flexibility, and a skeptical attitude; whereas low scores indicate cognitive rigidity and lack of skepticism.
Procedure
Participants completed the tasks during a single 2-to 2.5-hr session. They were tested in small groups of 3-8 individuals.
Results
Relationships Among Rational Thinking Tasks
The correlations among the four rational thinking tasks are displayed in Table 1 . Five of the six correlations were significant at the .001 level. The syllogistic reasoning task displayed significant correlations with each of the other three tasks, as did the selection task. The only correlation that did not attain significance was that between performance on the AET (P weight for argument quality) and statistical reasoning. Although the highest correlation obtained was that between syllogistic reasoning and selection task performance (.363), correlations almost as strong were obtained between tasks deriving from the deductive reasoning literature (syllogistic reasoning, selection task) and inductive reasoning literature (statistical reasoning).
Relationships With Cognitive Ability and Thinking Dispositions
As indicated in Table 1 , the cognitive ability composite variable was significantly correlated with performance on all four rational thinking tasks. The correlation with syllogistic reasoning was the highest (.496), and the other three correlations were roughly equal in magnitude (.298 to .334).
The last line of Table 1 indicates, as with the cognitive ability composite, that the thinking dispositions composite score was correlated with each of the four rational thinking tasks. Although in each case the correlation was smaller than Note. AET = beta weight for argument quality in the argument evaluation test; Cognitive ability comp. = cognitive ability composite score; TDC = thinking dispositions composite score. ***p < .01, two-tailed. ****/> < .001, two-tailed.
that involving the cognitive ability composite, each of the four correlations with the thinking dispositions composite was statistically significant. This finding suggests that there may be differences in cognitive style at the rational level that are at least in part accounting for discrepancies between descriptive and normative models. Of course, cognitive ability and thinking dispositions explain partially overlapping variance in the rational thinking tasks (the correlation between the two composites was .337). We thus examined the extent to which joint limitations at the algorithmic and rational levels can explain variation from normative responding by conducting a multiple regression analysis using a composite measure of performance on the rational thinking tasks. The scores on the four reasoning tasks-syllogisms, selection task, statistical reasoning, AET-were standardized and summed to yield a composite score. The cognitive ability composite and TDC attained a multiple R with this criterion variable of .559, F(2, 194) = 44.12, p < .001). Thus, a substantial amount of variance (31.3%) on the rational thinking tasks is jointly explained by these two predictors. The cognitive ability composite was a significant unique predictor, partial correlation = .473, unique variance explained = .198, F(l, 194) = 55.82, p < .001, as was the TDC, partial correlation = .200, unique variance explained = .029, F(l, 194) = 8.09,p < .01.
Discussion
Each of the rational thinking tasks investigated in Experiment 1 displayed individual differences that tended to be reliably correlated with the individual differences displayed on other reasoning tasks. The significant relationships between most of the rational thinking tasks suggests that departures from normative responding on each of them are due to systematic limitations in processing and not to nonsystematic performance errors. The positive manifold displayed by the tasks suggests that random performance errors cannot be the sole reason that responses deviate from normative responding because there were systematic response tendencies across very different reasoning tasks.
Cognitive capacities, indexed by the cognitive ability composite, were significantly correlated with performance on all four rational thinking tasks. This finding indicates that, for each of the tasks, discrepancies between participants' responses and the response considered normative can to some extent be explained by algorithmic-level computational limitations. Interestingly, this was true both in the case of a deductive reasoning task in which there is little dispute concerning what is the normative response (syllogisms) and in the case of the inductive reasoning tasks in which models of normative responding are less secure.
Performance on all four tasks was likewise significantly related to thinking dispositions. Jointly, cognitive ability and thinking dispositions accounted for a moderate amount of variance in overall rational thinking performance, although cognitive ability was a stronger unique predictor. It appears that to a considerable extent, discrepancies between actual performance and normative models can be accounted for by variation in capacity limitations at the algorithmic level and cognitive style differences at the rational level. However, the moderate joint associations with cognitive capacity and thinking dispositions also leaves ample room for some proportion of the discrepancies to be due to differential task construal (Gigerenzer, 1996; Schick, 1987 Schick, , 1997 or to tendencies to systematically compute according to a nonnormative rule.
EXPERIMENT!
In Experiment 2 we attempted a replication of some of the basic results of Experiment 1 with a larger sample size. Additionally, we examined performance on several other tasks commonly used to assess rational thinking ability (a covariation judgment task and a hypothesis testing task) and heuristic processing tendencies (if-only thinking, outcome bias).
Method
Participants
The participants were 546 undergraduate students (143 men and 403 women) recruited through two introductory psychology participant pools. Their mean age was 19.0 years (SO = 2.3). We followed the procedure described in Experiment 1 for ascertaining SAT scores and received estimated SAT scores from S29 participants. Of the 529 students, 484 gave permission to have their scores verified, 76.7% of the sample indicated that their degree of confidence was high or moderately high, and only 1.7% of the sample indicated that their confidence was very low. The mean reported verbal SAT score of the sample was 527 (SD = 70), and the mean repotted mathematical SAT score was 582 (SD = 80). The mean reported total SAT score for the 529 students was 1108 (SD -118). As an additional objective test of the accuracy of the SAT estimates, a brief vocabulary measure was administered to the participants (because vocabulary is the strongest specific correlate of general intelligence, see Matarazzo, 1972) . This vocabulary recognition test (described in Stanovich et al., 1995) displayed a correlation of .47 with the SAT total score. This .47 correlation is quite similar to the .51 correlation between the vocabulary checklist and verified total SAT scores in a previous investigation (West & Stanovich, 1991) . A further indication of the validity of the SAT estimates is that the vocabulary checklist displayed a higher correlation with the verbal SAT estimates (.53) than with the quantitative estimates (.22), and the difference in dependent correlations (see J. Cohen & Cohen, 1983, pp. 56-57) was highly significant (p < .001).
In Experiment 2, the demographics form filled out by the students included questions on their educational history in mathematics and statistics courses. We constructed a 0-4-point scale that assessed the student's mathematics-statistics course background. Students received 1 point if they had taken a statistics course in college (131 students), 1 point if they had taken a statistics course in high school (64 students), 1 point if they had taken a mathematics course in college (469 students), and 1 point if they had had 4 years of high school mathematics (467 students). The mean score on the scale was 2.07 (SD = .75).
Tasks
Three tasks were administered and scored in a manner identical to that employed in Experiment 1: the argument evaluation test, the syllogisms task, and the seven statistical reasoning problems.
The new tasks and revised tasks were the following:
Methodological Thinking Tasks
Two tasks were chosen that heavily emphasized methodological thinking (see Lehman et al., 1988) . The tasks were as follows:
Covariation judgment. Judging event interrelationship is a critical component of much thinking in the everyday world (Is gun control associated with decreased murder rates?) and has been the subject of much investigation (see Allan, 1993; Alloy & Tabachnick, 1984; Cheng & Novick, 1992) . We employed a paradigm whereby people are presented with covariation information that is accommodated by the format of a 2 X 2 contingency table (see Wasserman, Doraer, & Kao, 1990) . The simulated problem for the participants was to determine whether a particular drug improved the condition of psoriasis. The contingency information concerned the number of rats who had or had not been given the drug and the number who had improved or not improved. The four cells of the contingency table were reported to the participants in summary form and they were told to indicate whether the drug had an effect on psoriasis on a scale ranging from -10 (worsens the psoriasis), through 0 (no effect), to +10 (helps psoriasis). The four cells of the standard 2X2 contingency table were represented by the four data points given to the participant: the number of rats who received the drug and improved (termed Cell A in the literature), the number of rats who received the drug and did not improve (termed Cell B), the number of rats who did not receive the drug and who improved (Cell C), and the number of rats who did not receive the drug and who did not improve (Cell D). The psoriasis problem was taken from the work of Wasserman et al. (1990) , and the actual values used in the 25 problems were taken from Table 2 of that article.
The normatively appropriate strategy in the task is to use the conditional probability rule, whereby the probability of improvement with the drug is compared to the probability of improvement without the drug (see Allan, 1980; Kao & Wasserman, 1993; Shanks, 1995) . Numerically, the rule amounts to calculating the Ap statistic of conditional probability, [A/(A + B)])] -[C/(C + D)] (see Allan, 1980) . Thus, participants' judgments of the degree of contingency in each of the 25 problems were correlated with the Ap value for each problem and were used as the index of normatively appropriate processing. The mean correlation for individual participants was .744 (SD = .169) and the median correlation was .783. These individual analyses of participants are highly convergent with those that Wasserman et al. (1990) conducted on the same problems (e.g., our median correlation with Ap was .783 compared with their .816). Six of the 543 participants made judgments that failed to correlate significantly with either Ap or with any of the cells and were eliminated from the analyses. Hypothesis testing. This task was modeled on the work of Tschirgi (1980) . The participants were given eight problems consisting of vignettes in which a story character observed an outcome and had to test a hypothesis about the importance of one of three variables to an outcome. The individual is asked to choose one of three ways to test this hypothesis the next time the situation occurs. The three alternatives correspond to three alternative hypothesis testing strategies: changing all the variables (CA), hold one thing at a tune constant (HOLDONE), and vary one thing at a time (VARYONE). In this simplified situation, both the HOLDONE and VARYONE strategies are equally normative (see Baron, 1985, pp. 142-144) . However, the CA strategy is clearly nonnormative, thus it is used as the index of performance on this task. The more CA choices the more nonnormative the performance.
The problems were similar to those used by Tschirgi (1980) and Farris and Revlin (1989) or were actual revisions of problems used in those two studies. Four of the eight problems in Experiment 2 had positive outcomes, and four had negative outcomes. The mean number of VARYONE, HOLDONE, and CA choices was 4.19, 3.10, and 0.71, respectively.
Heuristic Thinking Tasks
Outcome bias. Our measure of outcome bias derived from a problem investigated by Baron and Hershey (1988) :
A 55-year-old man had a heart condition. He had to slop working because of chest pain. He enjoyed his work and did not want to stop. His pain also interfered with other things, such as travel and recreation. A successful bypass operation would relieve Ms pain and increase his life expectancy from age 65 to age 70. However, 8% of the people who have this operation die as a result of the operation itself. His physician decided to go ahead with the operation. The operation succeeded. Evaluate the physician's decision to go ahead with the operation.
Participants responded on a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (incorrect, a very bad decision) to 7 (clearly correct, an excellent decision). This question appeared early in our test battery. Later hi the battery, participants evaluated a different decision to perform surgery that was designed to be objectively better than the first (2% chance of death rather than 8%; 10-year increase in life expectancy versus 5-year, etc.) even though it had an unfortunate negative outcome (death of the patient). Participants reported on the same scale as before. An outcome bias was demonstrated when these two items were compared: 152 participants rated the positive outcome decision better than the negative outcome decision, 308 rated the two decisions equally, and 85 participants rated the negative outcome decision as the better decision. The measure of outcome bias that we employed was the scale value of the decision on the positive outcome case (from 1 to 7) minus the scale value of the negative outcome decision. The higher the value, the more the outcome bias. The mean outcome bias score was .272 (SD = 1.2).
If-only thinking. If-only thinking refers to the tendency for people to have differential responses to outcomes based on the differences in counterfactual alternative outcomes that might have occurred (Denes-Raj & Epstein, 1994; Epstein, Lipson, Holstein, & Huh, 1992; Miller, Turnbull, & McFarland, 1990) . Some participants are more upset at a negative outcome when it is easier to imagine a positive outcome occurring. Two vignettes were taken from the work of Epstein et al. (1992) . The first of these had been adapted from and read as follows:
Mr. Paul, who has an average income, owned shares in Company A. During the past year he switched to stock in Company B. He has just learned that the stock in A has skyrocketed, and he would now be $10,000 ahead if he had kept his stock in Company A. Mr. George, who also has an average income, owns shares in Company B. During the past year he considered switching stock to Company A, but decided against it He has just learned that the stock in A skyrocketed, and he would now be $10,000 ahead if he had made the switch. Putting emotions about the events aside, who do you think acted more foolishly in bringing about the unfortunate outcome that occurred, Mr. Paul or Mr. George? a. Mr. George acted much more foolishly b. Mr. George acted slightly more foolishly c. Mr. George and Mr. Paul acted equally foolish d. Mr. Paul acted slightly more foolishly e. Mr. Paul acted much more foolishly
The item was scored in a 0/1 manner. Participants' responses indicated if-only thinking if they chose alternative D or E. The second vignette was the car damage problem, also taken from Epstein et al. (1992;  this item had been adapted from a study described in Miller et al., 1990) . Participants thus received a score of 2 if they gave the if-only response on both items, 1 if they gave the if-only response on one item, and zero if they did not give an if-only response on either item. The mean score was .82 (SD = 0.7). One hundred and nine participants displayed if-only thinking on both problems, 229 participants displayed if-only thinking on one problem, and 207 participants did not display if-only thinking on either problem.
Thinking Dispositions Questionnaire
The thinking dispositions questionnaire employed in this study was a variant of the instrument used in Experiment 1. Participants completed the 10-item Actively Open-Minded Thinking (AOT) scale, 2-item Counter-factual Thinking scale, 9-item Absolutism scale, 6-item Paranormal Beliefs subscale, and 5-item Social Desirability scale that were employed in Experiment 1. Two items drawn from the Dogmatic Thinking scale used by Paulhus and Reid (1991) were added to the Dogmatism scale. A more complete measure of socially desirable responding was included in Experiment 2 (the 40-item Balanced Inventory of Desirable Responding, Form 40A; see Paulhus, 1991) , but again socially desirable responding did not mediate any of the relationships. The response scale of the thinking dispositions questionnaire was changed from Experiment 1. In Experiment 2, the following 6-point scale was used: 1 = disagree strongly; 2 = disagree moderately; 3 = disagree slightly, 4 = agree slightly; 5 = agree moderately; 6 = agree strongly.
A Thinking Dispositions Composite scale (TDC) was formed by summing the scores on the Counterfactual and Actively OpenMinded Thinking subscales and subtracting the sum of the scores on the Absolutism, Dogmatism, and Paranormal Belief subscales. Thus, high scores on the TDC indicate cognitive flexibility and a skeptical open-mindedness, whereas low scores indicate cognitive rigidity and dogmatic credulity.
Results
Relationships Among Rational Thinking Tasks
The correlations among the five rational thinking tasks are displayed in Table 2 . All 10 of the correlations between pairs of tasks were significant at the .001 level. The correlations among the AET, syllogistic reasoning, and statistical reasoning tasks were of roughly the same magnitude as in Experiment 1. However, in contrast to Experiment 1, performance on the AET and statistical reasoning task displayed a significant correlation (.299). The correlations involving the covariation judgment task and hypothesis Note. SAT = Scholastic Aptitude Test; TDC = thinking dispositions composite score; Hypothesis testing (CA) = number of change all responses on the hypothesis testing task; RT1 composite = standard score composite of performance on argument evaluation task, syllogisms, and statistical reasoning; RT2 composite = standard score composite of performance on covariation judgment, hypothesis testing task, if-only thinking, and outcome bias; RT composite, all tasks -rational thinking composite score of performance on all seven tasks. ***p < .01, two-tailed. ****p < .001, two-tailed.
testing task (number of CA responses) were somewhat lower than those involving the other three tasks, but all were significant nevertheless. In the case of each of the five tasks, the direction of the correlation was that those responding more normatively on one task also tended to respond in accord with the normative model of correct responding on another. The correlations involving the hypothesis testing task are negative because the more CA responses given the more nonnormative the response tendency on that task.
Relationships With Cognitive Ability and Thinking Dispositions
As indicated in Table 3 , SAT total scores were significantly correlated (p < .001) with performance on all five rational thinking tasks. Also listed in Table 3 are the correlations with the indexes of performance on the two heuristic processing tasks: outcome bias and if-only thinking. As with the hypothesis testing task, the correlations involving these two tasks are negative because higher scores indicate more nonnormative responding. The range of correlations with the five reasoning tasks (.223 to .410) were similar to the correlations with cognitive ability in Experiment 1 (.298 to .496), even though in Experiment 2 only SAT scores were used instead of a composite. As in Experiment 1, the largest correlation (.410) was with the syllogistic reasoning task.
The next column of Table 3 indicates that the thinking dispositions composite score was also correlated with each of the seven experimental tasks (p < .001). As in Experiment 1, the correlations with AET, syllogistic reasoning, and statistical reasoning were somewhat lower than the correlations involving cognitive ability. However, for the remaining four tasks, the correlations involving cognitive ability and thinking dispositions were of roughly similar magnitude.
The final column indicates whether there were correlations between any of the tasks and the extent of the participants' mathematics-statistics background as indicated by the mathematics-statistics background variable. Only one of the seven correlations (with AET performance) was statistically significant, and that correlation (.137) was substantially lower than the correlation with SAT scores (.371) or thinking dispositions (.296). Thus, differences in mathematics-statistics background are not mediating the relationships with cognitive ability or thinking dispositions.
We examined the extent to which joint limitations at the algorithmic and rational levels can explain variation from normative responding by conducting a multiple regression analysis using composite measures of performance on the rational thinking tasks. The first composite involved the three tasks that were carried over from Experiment 1: the AET, statistical reasoning, and syllogistic reasoning tasks. The scores on each of these three tasks were standardized and summed to yield a composite score. SAT Total scores and the TDC attained a multiple R with this criterion variable of .600, F(2, 526) = 148.15, p < .001. Thus, a substantial amount of variance (36%) on these rational thinking tasks is jointly explained by these two predictors. SAT total was a significant unique predictor, partial correlation = .478, unique variance explained = .190, F(l, 526) = 156.17, p < .001, as was the TDC, partial correlation = .332, unique variance explained = .079, F(l, 526) = 65.03, p<.001.
A second rational thinking composite was formed by summing the standard scores of the remaining four tasks: covariation judgment, hypothesis testing, if-only thinking, outcome bias (the latter three scores reflected so that higher scores represent more normatively correct reasoning). SAT total scores and the TDC attained a multiple R with this rational thinking composite of .447, F(2, 526) = 65.53, p < .001. SAT total was a significant unique predictor, partial correlation = .325, unique variance explained = .094, F(l, 526) = 61.94, p < .001, as was the TDC, partial correlation = .249, unique variance explained = .053, F(l, 526) = 34.88, p < .001. Thus, as with the tasks investigated in Experiment 1, performance on the new rational thinking measures was independently predicted by cognitive ability and thinking dispositions.
Finally, both of the rational thinking composites were combined into a composite variable reflecting performance on all seven tasks. SAT total scores and the TDC attained a multiple R with this criterion variable of .627, F(2, 526) = 170.56, p < .001. SAT total was a significant unique predictor, partial correlation = .496, unique variance explained = .198, F(l, 526) = 171.88, p < .001, as was the TDC, partial correlation = .366, unique variance explained = .094, F(l, 526) = 81.51, p < .001. The zero-order correlations involving all three of the rational thinking composite variables are presented at the bottom of Table 3 .
Discussion
The new reasoning tasks introduced in Experiment 2 displayed relationships similar to those carried over from Experiment 1. The positive manifold displayed by the tasks suggests that systematic factors are affecting performance and that discrepancies from normative responses are not simply random performance errors. The finding that the cognitive ability composite was significantly correlated with performance on all seven rational thinking tasks indicates that for each of the tasks, discrepancies between descriptive and normative models of performance can to some extent be explained by algorithmic limitations.
Performance on all seven tasks was likewise significantly related to thinking dispositions. It is important to note that the measure of thinking dispositions proved able to predict individual differences on the rational thinking tasks even after cognitive ability had been partialed out. These cognitive styles appear not to be so strictly determined by algorithmic limitations that they cannot serve as independent predictors of the tendency to reason normatively (Brodzinsky, 1985; Globerson, 1989) . This is what we would expect if they are indeed best conceptualized at a different level of cognitive analysis whereby they have at least partial explanatory independence.
On an individual task basis, however, some of the correlations were of a quite modest magnitude. This may indicate that the gap between the descriptive and normative for these tasks results additionally from a systematic tendency to compute the nonnormative response or from some proportion of participants adopting nonstandard task construals. However, it should also be emphasized that many of the relationships involving the rational thinking tasks might be underestimated because of modest reliability. Because of the logistical constraints of multivariate investigations involving so many different tasks, scores on some of these measures were based on a very few number of trials. The statistical reasoning composite score was based on only 7 items, syllogism task performance was based on only 8 items, and the regression weight on the AET for each participant was estimated from only 23 data points. The outcome bias score was based on only a single comparison, and the if-only thinking score was based on only 2 items. Schmidt and Hunter (1996) have recently cautioned laboratory investigators that "if a subject is observed in an exactly repeated situation, the correlation between replicated responses is rarely any higher than .25. That is, for unrehearsed single responses, it is unwise to assume a test-retest reliability higher than .25" (p. 203). The very modest correlations displayed by a task such as the outcome bias measure must be interpreted with this admonition in mind. Schmidt and Hunter (1996) have demonstrated the wellknown fact that aggregation can remedy the attenuation caused by the low reliability of single items. Certainly this phenomenon was present in this investigation. Despite the modest correlations displayed by some individual tasks, cognitive ability and thinking dispositions jointly accounted for a considerable amount of variance (39.3%) in the standard score composite of performance on all seven reasoning tasks. It appears that to a considerable extent, discrepancies between actual performance and normative models can be accounted for by variation in capacity limitations at the algorithmic level and cognitive style differences at the rational level-at least with respect to the tasks investigated in this experiment. In the next two experiments we examine individual differences in situations in which the interpretation of the gap between the descriptive and the normative is much more contentious.
EXPERIMENTS 3AAND 3B: NONCAUSAL BASE RATES
Regarding most of the tasks investigated in Experiments 1 and 2, there is at least broad agreement that the deviations between descriptive and normative models are indeed deviations. That is, there is broad agreement on the nature of the normative response, although a few of the tasks are still the subject of some contention (e.g., Oaksford & Chater, 1994) . For example, these statistical reasoning problems are less controversial because they involved causal aggregate information, analogous to the causal base rates discussed by Ajzen (1977) and Bar-Hillel (1980 -that is, base rates that had a causal relationship to the criterion behavior. In contrast, noncausal base rates-those bearing no obvious causal relationship to the criterion behavior-have been the subject of over a decade's worth of contentious dispute (Bar-Hillel, 1990; Birnbaum, 1983 ; L. J. Cohen, 1979 Cohen, ,1981 Cohen, , 1982 Cohen, , 1986 Cosmides & Tooby, 19%; Gigerenzer, 1991 Gigerenzer, , 1993 Gigerenzer, , 1996 Gigerenzer & Hoffrage, 1995; Kahneman & Tversky, 1996; Koehler, 1996; Kyburg, 1983; Levi, 1983; Macchi, 1995) .
In Experiments 3A and 3B we examined individual differences in responding on two noncausal base-rate problems that are notorious for provoking philosophical dispute. The participants in Experiment 3 A were 184 students who completed the performance battery described in Experiment 1 and the participants in Experiment 3B were 201 students who completed the performance battery described in Experiment 4. The first noncausal base-rate problem was the well-known cab problem (see Bar-Hillel, 1980; Lyon & Slovic, 1976; :
A cab was involved in a hit-and-run accident at night. Two cab companies, the Green and the Blue, operate in the city in which the accident occurred. You are given the following facts: 85 percent of the cabs in the city are Green and IS percent are Blue. A witness identified the cab as Blue. The court tested the reliability of the witness under the same circumstances that existed on the night of the accident and concluded that the witness correctly identified each of the two colors 80 percent of the tune. What is the probability that the cab involved in the accident was Blue?
Participants chose from six alternatives (less than 10%, 10-30%. 30-50%, 50-70%, 70-90%, over 90%) .
For purposes of analysis, responses to this question were scored in terms of whether participants relied on the indicant information, relied on the base rate, or amalgamated the base rate and indicant in a manner approximating Bayes's rule (which yields .41 as the posterior probability of the cab being blue). Operationally, posterior probabilities greater than 70% were scored as reliance on the indicant information, probabilities less than 30% were scored as reliance on die base-rate information, and probabilities between 30% and 70% were interpreted as indicating Bayesian amalgamation. Using this classification scheme, 93 participants were classified as reliant on the indicant (responses greater than 70%), 57 participants were classified as reliant on the base rate (responses less than 30%), and 47 were classified as approximately normatively Bayesian (responses between 30% and 70%). Table 4 displays the mean scores of these three groups on the other variables examined in Experiment 1. As indicated in Table 4 , the mean total SAT scores of the three groups were significantly different. The mean SAT score of the Bayesian participants was the highest (1130), followed by the mean of the participants relying on the indicant information (1094), and the participants relying solely on the base rate information had the lowest mean SAT scores (1062). However, the three participant groups displayed no significant differences on the Raven matrices or the Nelson-Denny Comprehension measure. The three groups were not significantly different in their responses to the syllogistic reasoning task and the AET. There was a significant overall difference in selection task performance. The Bayesian and indicant participants tended to outperform the base-rate participants (although not significantly so in individual post hoc comparisons). There were no significant differences displayed on the statistical reasoning problems involving causal aggregate information. Interestingly, however, the participants who were most Bayesian on the cab problem were least likely to use causal statistical aggregate information. No differences were displayed on the AET.
The bottom half of Table 4 indicates these largely null effects were replicated in Experiment 3B. None of the overall trends were significant. As in Experiment 3A, the base-rate participants tended to have the lowest performance on most of the tasks. Also as in Experiment 3A, on no task did the Bayesian participants significantly outperform the indicant participants. Bayesian participants even failed to display more statistical reasoning on causal aggregate problems. This lack of processing superiority on the part of the Bayesian participants was even more marked on a second noncausal base-rate task-an AIDS testing problem modeled on Casscells, Schoenberger, and Graboys (1978) :
Imagine that AIDS occurs in one in every 1,000 people. Imagine also there is a test to diagnose the disease that always gives a positive result when a person has AIDS. Finally, imagine that the test has a false positive rate of 5 percent. This means that the test wrongly indicates that AIDS is present in 5 percent of the cases where the person does not have AIDS.
Imagine that we choose a person randomly, administer the test, and that it yields a positive result (indicates that the person has AIDS). What is the probability that the individual actually has AIDS, assuming that we know nothing else about the individual's personal or medical history?
Participants responded on the same response scale as the cab problem. The Bayesian posterior probability for this problem is slightly less than .02. Thus, responses of less than 10% were interpreted as indicating Bayesian amalgamation, responses of over 90% were scored as indicating strong reliance on indicant information, and responses between 10% and 90% were scored as intermediate. In Experiment 3A, 107 participants were classified as strongly reliant on indicant information (responses over 90%), 50 were classified as intermediate (responses between 10% and 90%), and 40 were classified as approximately Bayesian (responses less than 10%).
As indicated in Table 5 , the three groups displayed a significant difference in their mean total SAT scores. The mean SAT scores of the participants strongly reliant on indicant information (1115) was higher than the mean score of the Bayesian participants (1071) whose mean was higher than that of the group showing moderate reliance on indicant information (1061). Significant differences were also observed on the Raven matrices, the Nelson-Denny Comprehension measure, and the syllogistic reasoning task. In each case, the indicant participants outperformed the other two groups. No significant differences were obtained on the selection task, statistical reasoning task, and AET.
The results displayed at the bottom of Table 5 indicate that exactly the same trends were apparent in Experiment 3B. The mean SAT scores of the participants strongly reliant on indicant information (1153) was significantly higher than the mean score of either the Bayesian participants (1103) or the mean score of the intermediate participants (1109) . There were no significant differences on the Raven matrices, the Nelson-Denny Comprehension measure, or the syllogistic reasoning task, although the group highly reliant on indicant information had the highest mean in all cases. There was a statistically significant difference in the group mean scores on the composite score for the causal aggregate statistical reasoning problems. Most interestingly, however, were the direction of the differences. The highest mean score was achieved by the group highly reliant on the indicant information in the AIDS problem (.726), followed by the mean of the group showing moderate reliance on indicant information (-.840). The participants giving the Bayesian answer on the AIDS problem were least reliant on the aggregate information in the causal statistical reasoning problems (-1.051).
These results, taken in conjunction with the milder tendencies in the same direction in the cab problem, indicate that the noncausal base-rate problems display patterns of individual differences quite unlike those shown on the causal aggregate problems. On the latter, participants giving the statistical response scored consistently higher on measures of cognitive ability and were disproportionately likely to give the standard normative response on other rational thinking tasks (see Tables 1-3 ). This pattern did not hold for the two noncausal problems. There were few significant differences on the cab problem, and on the AIDS problem the significant differences were in the opposite direction: Participants strongly reliant on the indicant information scored higher on measures of cognitive ability and were more likely to give the standard normative response on other rational thinking tasks. Thus, discrepancies between descriptive and normative models on noncausal base-rate problems are not as easily explained by recourse to cognitive capacity differences at the algorithmic level. As mentioned previously, theorists in the heuristics and biases literature are sometimes criticized for explaining divergences between normative models and actual performance by claiming that limitations in computational capacity prevent the normative response. But Lopes and Oden (1991) have claimed that there is "no support for the view that people would choose in accord with normative prescriptions if they were provided with increased capacity" (p. 209). With regard to noncausal base rates, we have failed to find such evidence in Experiments 3A and 3B (in contrast to the tasks investigated in Experiments 1 and 2). In Experiment 4 we turned our attention to other alleged cognitive biases that have been the focus of considerable controversy.
EXPERIMENT 4
One of the paradigms that has generated such controversy is the subjective probability calibration experiment (Lichtenstein, Fischhoff, & Phillips, 1982) . One of the goals of this research has been to assess whether subjective probability estimates can be validated against external criteria. For example, across a set of occasions on which people assess the probability of particular events as P, it is possible to examine whether the events do occur P proportion of the time. The knowledge calibration variant of subjective probability assessment has been the most investigated (e.g., Gigerenzer, Hoffrage, & Kleinbolting, 1991; Juslin, Winman, & Persson, 1994; Lichtenstein et al., 1982) . In this task situation, people answer multiple choice or true-false questions and, for each item, provide a judgment indicating then: subjective probability that their answer is correct. It has traditionally been assumed that perfect one-to-one calibration is the normatively appropriate response-that the set of items assigned a subjective probability of .70 should be answered correctly 70% of the rime, that the set of items assigned a subjective probability of .80 should be answered correctly 80% of the time, and so forth.
The standard finding of overconndence on this task (that subjective probability estimates are consistently higher than the obtained percentage correct) has been considered normatively inappropriate (Fischhoff, 1988; Lichtenstein et al., 1982) . However, the issue of whether subjective probabilities should be expected to mimic external relative frequencies has been body debated in the philosophical literature (Dawid, 1982; Barman, 1992; Howson & Urbach, 1993; Lad, 1984) . Gigerenzer et al. (1991) have argued forcefully that many important frequentist theorists (e.g., von Mises, 1957) and subjectivist theorists (e.g., de Finetti, 1989) reject the idea that deviations of subjective probabilities from actual relative frequencies should be considered a reasoning error. Furthermore, on the basis of their theory of probabilistic mental models (PMM), which dictates that perfect calibration should occur only when the items presented to participants have the same cue validities (in a Brunswikian sense) as those in their natural environment, Gigerenzer et al. (1991) have proposed that in the environmentally unrepresentative knowledge calibration experiment properly adapted people should show overconndence (for a review of the debates surrounding PMM, see Brenner, Koehler, Liber-man, & Tversky, 1996; Griffin & Tversky, 1992; Juslin, 1994) .
Another effect examined in Experiment 4 is the hindsight bias effect-that people overestimate what they would have known without outcome knowledge (Fischhoff, 1975 (Fischhoff, ,1977 Hawkins & Hastie, 1990) . The hindsight effect is thought to arise at least in part from egoistic or esteem-preserving motivations (J. D. Campbell & Tesser, 1983; Greenwald, 1980; Haslam & Jayasinghe, 1995; Hawkins & Hastie, 1990) , and it has usually been interpreted as a nonnormative response tendency: "These experiments show that people rapidly rewrite, or fabricate, memory in situations for which this seems dubiously appropriate" (Greenwald, 1980, p. 607) .
The social perception experiment-the domain of the so-called false consensus effect (Marks & Miller, 1987; Mullen et al., 1985; Ross, Greene, & House, 1977 )-rivals the knowledge calibration experiment in the amount of contentious dispute that it has generated regarding normative issues. The false consensus effect is the tendency for people to project their own opinions when predicting the attitudes, opinions, and behaviors of other people, and it has traditionally been viewed as a nonnormative response tendency. The false consensus effect has usually been thought to arise at least in part from egocentric attributional biases (Gilovich, 1991; Ross, Greene, et al., 1977; Marks & Miller, 1987) .
Operationally, the false consensus effect has usually been defined as occurring when participants' estimates of the prevalence of their own position exceeds the estimate of its prevalence by participants holding the opposite position (see Marks & Miller, 1987) . However, several authors have argued that the term false consensus when applied to such a situation is somewhat of a misnomer because such a definition of projection says nothing about whether projecting consensus actually decreased predictive accuracy (see J. D. Campbell, 1986; Hoch, 1987) . Hoch (1987) demonstrated that a Brunswikian analysis of the opinion prediction paradigm would render some degree of projection normatively appropriate in a variety of situations. Dawes (1989 Dawes ( , 1990 demonstrated that, similarly, a Bayesian analysis renders some degree of projection as normatively appropriate because, for the majority of people, there is actually a positive correlation between their own opinion and the consensus opinion. Thus, one's own opinion is a diagnostic datum that should condition probability estimates (see Dawes, 1989 Dawes, , 1990 Hoch, 1987 , Krueger & Zeiger, 1993 . The formal analyses of the social perception experiment by Hoch (1987) and Dawes (1989 Dawes ( , 1990 have raised doubts about the common interpretation of the consensus effect as a normatively inappropriate egocentric bias. We examined whether high or low projection of consensus is associated with greater predictive accuracy in Experiment 4, and we also explored the cognitive characteristics, thinking dispositions, and other response tendencies of people who differ in their degree of projection. Two tasks from Experiments 1 and 2 (the contrary-to-fact syllogisms and the statistical reasoning problems) were also included in Experiment 4.
Method
Participants
The participants were 211 undergraduate students (100 men and 111 women) recruited through the same introductory psychology participant pool as Experiment 1. The mean reported verbal SAT score of the 201 students who provided scores in this part of the questionnaire was 551 (SD = 69), the mean reported mathematical SAT score was 582 (SD = 83), and the mean estimated total SAT score was 1133 (SD -110).
Tasks
Several tasks were administered and scored in a manner identical to that employed in Experiments 1 and 2: the syllogisms task, seven statistical reasoning problems, the thinking dispositions questionnaire that was employed in Experiment 1, the Raven matrices (1962), and the Nelson-Denny Comprehension measure (Brown et al., 1981) . The cognitive ability composite score was calculated as in Experiment 1. The new tasks were the following:
Knowledge Calibration
The methods and analyses used in this task were similar to those employed in the extensive literature on knowledge calibration (Fischhoff, 1982; Koriat, Lichtenstein, & Fischhoff, 1980; Ronis & Yates, 1987; Yates et al., 1989) . Participants answered 35 general knowledge questions in multiple choice format with four alternatives. Questions were drawn from Zahler and Zahler's (1988) book Test Your Cultural Literacy. The items were not sampled randomly but were instead chosen to be relatively difficult. Two sets of 35 questions were compiled (Set A and Set B). One half of the participants completed Set A for the hindsight task (see next section) and Set B for the knowledge calibration task, and the other half of the participants performed the reverse. Every student completed the hindsight task before the knowledge calibration task. The mean percentage correct on Form A (52.3%, SD = 11.6) and Form B (56.8%, SD = 13.8) did differ significantly, 1(199) = 2.47,p < .025). However, in certain analyses reported later, the scores on the two forms were standardized on the basis of their own distribution and then reconverted to percentages based on the common distribution with a mean of 54.7% and standard deviation of 13.0.
After answering each question, participants indicated their degree of confidence in their answer. Degree of confidence was indicated on a 5-point scale that was labeled with both probabilities (percentages) and verbal labels: 25% (chance-/ would just be guessing), 25%-45% (a little better than guessing), 45%-65% (fair chance that 1 answered correctly), 65%-85% (moderately high chance that I answered correctly), 85%-100% (high probability that I answered correctly). For purposes of calculating the various indices of knowledge calibration, the intervals were assigned their midpoint values: . 25, .35, .55, .75, and .925, respectively. Several measures of knowledge calibration were calculated. Yates et al. (1989) and Ronis and Yates (1987) should be consulted for discussions of the computational and conceptual details of these indices. The first such index-computationally the simplest-is our focus. Termed the measure of over/underconfdence by Lichtenstein and Fischhoff (1977) and bias by Yates et al. (1989) , it is simply the mean percentage confidence judgment minus the mean percentage correct. The mean bias score in our sample was 7.5% (SD = 11.1), significantly different from zero, <(200) = 9.67,p< .001. The positive sign of the mean score indicates that the sample as a whole displayed overconfidence, the standard finding with items of this type. An overconfidence bias was displayed by 154 (76.6%) of the 201 participants completing this task.
Other indices of performance such as calibration-in-the-small (see Yates et al., 1989) , and resolution (Yaniv, Yates, & Smith, 1991; Yates et al., 1989) produced values that were typical of those in the literature.
Hindsight Bias
Participants responded to the alternate form of 35 general knowledge questions except that the answers to the items were indicated with an asterisk. Participants were given the following instructions:
Below, you will see a series of multiple choice questions on a variety of topics. The correct answer to the item is indicated by an asterisk. We are interested in seeing how students perceive the difficulty of these items. Please read each item and indicate on the scale provided the probability that you would have answered this item correctly.
They then responded on the same scale as in the knowledge calibration task.
The mean estimated probability across the entire sample was 67.3%. This estimated probability was significantly higher than the actual percentage correct (54.7%) achieved on the items answered in the knowledge calibration task, r(200) = 13.75, p< .001, which the participant completed subsequently and which was composed of items of equal difficulty. This finding indicates, overall, that the sample was characterized by hindsight bias, replicating previous findings (Fischhoff, 1975 (Fischhoff, ,1977 Hawkins & Hastie, 1990) . Of the 201 participants who completed this task, 171 (85.1%) displayed a hindsight bias. The measure of hindsight bias employed for the purposes of individual difference analyses was simply the percentage estimate on the hindsight section minus the percentage correct on the knowledge calibration questions. For the latter, the standardized percentages, which equated the difficulty of the two forms, were employed.
Opinion Prediction (False Consensus Stimuli)
Participants were presented with 30 statements used in previous consensus judgment research (e.g., I think I would like the work of a school teacher). Sixteen items were taken from Dawes (1990) , 6 from Hoch (1987) , 4 from Sanders and Mullen (1983) , and 4 from J. D. Campbell (1986) . The student first indicated whether they agreed with the item. Then, for each item, they answered the question, "What percentage of the students participating in this study do you think agree with the statement?" The items elicited a wide range of levels of agreement and perceived consensus.
At the group, or between-subjects, level of analysis, we replicated the false consensus effect. On 26 of the 30 items the percentage estimate of people who endorsed an item was higher than that of nonendorsers, and 24 of these 26 consensus effects were statistically significant. Thus, statistically robust indications of a consensus effect were observed in the data.
However, the between-subjects analysis tells us nothing about individual differences, and it tells us nothing about whether or not projecting consensus helps an individual more accurately predict the position of others. This was perhaps most clearly demonstrated in Hoch's (1987) Brunswikian analysis of the false consensus effect and in that of Krueger and Zeiger (1993) . Instead of considering performance on individual items aggregated across participants, Hoch's (1987) analysis (and that of Krueger & Zeiger, 1993) focuses on the performance of individual participants aggregated across items. For a particular item, call the actual percentage agreement in the target population the target position (T). Call the participant's own agreement with the item (scored 0/1) own position (O) . Call the participant's prediction of the level of agreement in the population the prediction (P). One measure of projection (hereafter called Projection Index 1) is the beta weight for own position (O) when P is regressed on T and O. A second measure of projection (hereafter called Projection Index 2) was introduced by Krueger and Zeiger (1993) . They suggested that an index of overprojection (false consensus) or underprojection (false uniqueness) at the individual level that is relative to the actual accuracy achieved can be derived by correlating for each participant, across items, the agreement with the item (0/1) with the difference between the predicted percentage and the target percentage^ -T).
Results
The correlations among all of the tasks in Experiment 4 are displayed in Table 6 . As in Experiments 1 and 2, performance on the syllogistic and statistical reasoning tasks was significantly correlated (r = .311, p < .001). Also replicating previous trends, both of these tasks were correlated with the cognitive ability composite (p < .001). Statistical reasoning, but not syllogistic reasoning, was correlated with the thinking dispositions composite score (p < .001). Neither of these tasks, however, were correlated with degree of overconfldence bias or with either index of projection on the opinion prediction task. Both tasks displayed low but statistically significant (p < .05) correlations with degree of hindsight bias. The latter was necessarily highly correlated with the degree of overconfidence bias because both shared the same denominator (the percentage of items on the second block of 35 items). Both biases displayed significant correlation with Projection Index 1 but not Projection Index 2. Both hindsight bias and overconfidence bias displayed significant negative correlations with the cognitive ability composite. The direction of the correlation indicates that participants displaying larger biases were lower in cognitive ability. Neither bias correlated with the thinking dispositions composite. Neither projection index correlated with the syllogistic reasoning task, statistical reasoning task, or cognitive ability composite. Projection Index 1 displayed a significant correlation with the thinking dispositions composite, but Projection Index 2 did not. Table 7 presents the results of multiple regression analyses that examined the extent to which performance on each of the rational thinking tasks could be predicted by the cognitive ability composite and thinking dispositions composite. The multiple Rf, and standardized beta weights for both the cognitive ability composite and the thinking dispositions composite in the final simultaneous equation are presented in Table 7 . Cognitive ability was a significant unique predictor of performance on each of the tasks except the opinion prediction task whereby it failed to predict the degree of projection indicated by either of the indices. The thinking dispositions composite was a significant unique predictor of performance on the statistical reasoning task and Projection Index 1.
The individual differences analyses in Experiment 4 were particularly unsuccessful in explaining the gap between the descriptive and the normative on the opinion prediction task. This finding might be viewed as reinforcing the previous critiques of the standard normative analysis of the false consensus effect (Dawes, 1989 (Dawes, , 1990 Hoch, 1987 , Krueger & Zeiger, 1993 , which have questioned whether total lack of projection of one's own position is actually normative. Other aspects of our data reinforce this skepticism. For example, when predictive accuracy is analyzed, our data indicate that projection is actually efficacious. Hoch (1987) has argued that one index of predictive accuracy is r(T,P): the correlation, across items, between the actual percentage agreement in the target population and the participant's prediction of the level of agreement in the population. We calculated r(T,P) for each of the 185 participants in our sample who completed this task. The mean correlation was .548 (SD = .204), indicating a moderate to high predictive accuracy for our sample (see Hoch, 1987) . The reason that some degree of projection might be efficacious is that most participants have positive correlations between their own opinions (O) and the target position (7). This was demonstrated empirically in Hoch's (1987) study and was true in our investigation, in which the mean r(T,O) correlation was .532 (SD = .170). The degree of perceived consensus is indexed by the correlation r(P,O), which had a mean value of .464 (SD = .238) in this sample.
Because there actually is a correlation between own position and target position for most participants in this sample, mean r(T,O) = .532, in order to accurately predict the target position, participants actually did have to perceive consensus and project it. In fact, there was a positive correlation of .689 between the degree of perceived consensus, r (P,O) , and predictive accuracy, r(T,P), in our sample. Also, the degree of perceived consensus, mean r(P,O) = .464, is lower than the degree of actual consensus in the sample, mean r(T,O) = .532, which itself suggests that these participants may not be overprojecting. The correlations between Projection Indices 1 and 2 and various indices of predictive accuracy are consistent with this conjecture. For example, the two indices were both positively correlated with r(T,P), the correlational measure of predictive accuracy (r = .153,p < .05, andr = .144, p < .05,respectively). Note. Mult. R -multiple correlation; cog. ability = cognitive ability composite score; TDC ~ thinking dispositions composite score; (3 = standardized beta weight; Projection Index 1 = p weight for own opinion in the analysis of performance on the opinion prediction task; Projection Index 2 = correlation of item agreement (O) with the difference between the predicted percentage and the target percentage (P minus T). *p < .05, two-tailed. ***p < .01, two-tailed. ****p < .001, two-tailed.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
As outlined in the introduction, there are several reasons why a descriptive account of actual reasoning performance might not accord with normative theory (see L. J. Cohen, 1981, and Stein, 1996 , for extensive discussions of the various possibilities). First, performance may depart from normative standards because of performance errorstemporary lapses of attention, memory deactivation, and other sporadic information-processing mishaps. Secondly, there may be algorithmic limitations that prevent the normative response (Cherniak, 1986; Oaksford & Chater, 1993 Stich, 1990) . Thirdly, in interpreting performance, we might have applied the wrong normative model to the task. Alternatively, we may have applied the correct normative model to the problem as set, but the participant might have construed the problem differently and be providing the normatively appropriate answer to a different problem (Adler, 1984; Broome, 1990; Hilton, 1995; Oaksford & Chater, 1994; Schwarz, 1996) . Finally, the participant might be systematically computing the response from a nonnormative rule (Baron, 1991b; Kahneman & Tversky, 1996) .
Patterns of individual differences may have implications for some of these explanations of discrepancies between descriptive and normative models. If discrepancies from normative models are due to performance errors or to differential constmals there would be little reason to expect these discrepancies to correlate across reasoning tasks or to correlate with measures of cognitive ability (particularly in the case of performance errors). The cab problem investigated in Experiment 3 comes closest to displaying this pattern. Across two experiments involving a total of 954 participants, on no other reasoning task was there a statistically significant difference between those giving an indicantdominated response on the cab problem and those giving a Bayesian response. These two groups also did not differ on any measure of cognitive ability (SAT, the Raven matrices, and the Nelson-Denny Comprehension measure). Our interpretation of these null effects is that differential construal accounts for the indicant group's departure from the normatively appropriate Bayesian response. We have been drawn to this interpretation by the growing literature that calls into question how participants are interpreting this task (Birnbaum, 1983; Braine, Cornell, Freitag, & O'Brien, 1990; Koehler, 1996; Macchi, 1995) . For example, several authors (see Braine et al., 1990; Macchi, 1995) have discussed how in the phrasing "the witness correctly identified each of the two colors 80 percent of the time" the words correctly identified might suggest to participants that the 80% refers to P(HID) rather than to P(D/H). Given this construal, the participant might be thought to be responding normatively.
In contrast to discrepancies caused by differential construal, if performance discrepancies from normative models are due to algorithmic limitations then correlations between performance on the reasoning task and measures of cognitive ability would be expected. Virtually all of the deductive reasoning, inductive reasoning, methodological thinking, and heuristic reasoning tasks examined in Experiments 1 and 2 displayed this pattern, indicating that at least to some significant degree algorithmic limitations prevent fully normative responding.
Finally, if the wrong normative model is being applied to performance, it might be expected that the correlation would go in the other direction-that those of higher cognitive ability would produce responses that are more discrepant from the incorrect normative standard being applied. A finding suggestive of this pattern was obtained on the AIDS base-rate problem of Experiment 3 in which those giving responses of over 90% (consistent with total reliance on indicant information) consistently scored higher on the cognitive ability and reasoning tasks than did those giving responses closer to the normatively appropriate Bayesian response. Of importance is the fact that this included the causal base-rate statistical reasoning problems, in which participants who were more reliant on the indicant in the AIDS problem were found to be more likely to rely on the aggregate information in the statistical reasoning problems. Interestingly, the AIDS problem (or close variants of it) has been the focus of intense debate in the literature and several authors have argued against making the automatic assumption that the indicant response is nonnormative in the version that we used in Experiment 3 (L. J. Cohen, 1979 Cohen, , 1981 Cohen, , 1982 Cohen, , 1986 Cosmides & Tooby, 1996; Gigerenzer, 1991 Gigerenzer, , 1993 Gigerenzer, , 1996 Gigerenzer & Hoffrage, 1995; Koehler, 1996; Kyburg, 1983; Levi, 1983) . The result might also suggest that the Bayesian participants on the AIDS problem might not actually be arriving at their response through anything resembling Bayesian processing (see Cosmides & Tooby, 1996; Gigerenzer & Hoffrage, 1995) because on causal aggregate statistical reasoning problems these participants were less likely to rely on the aggregate information.
Individual Differences and Prescriptive Models
Although there were algorithmic influences on rational thinking revealed on many of the reasoning tasks investigated here, these should not be viewed as absolute limitations because much variability remained after cognitive ability had been accounted for. As previously discussed, the magnitude of many of the correlations leaves much systematic variance unaccounted for and thus considerable room for the possibility that participants are systematically computing according to nonnormative rules and are not necessarily doing so to circumvent limitations in cognitive capacity (Baron, 1991b; Shafir, 1994) . The loose connections with cognitive capacity can be illustrated by pointing to some specific instances of normative performance. For example, in Experiments 1 and 4 several individuals with total SAT scores less than 1100 answered each of the contrary-to-fact syllogisms correctly, and in Experiment 2 individuals with total SATs as low as 960 and 990 answered all of these items correctly. In Experiment 4, several individuals with SAT scores in the 1000-1100 range gave the aggregate response on at least six out of seven statistical reasoning problems. In the covariation task in Experiment 2, individuals with SAT scores as low as 910 and 960 had correlations of over .90 with the normatively appropriate Ap strategy. Eight individuals with SAT scores less than 900 displayed no outcome bias in Experiment 2, as did many students with SAT scores in the 900-1000 range. In short, the normative responses for these particular tasks could be computed by students who had modest cognitive abilities.
Assuming SAT scores as a gross indicator of cognitive capacity (an assumption for which there is growing evidence; see Deary & Stough, 1996; Vemon, 1993) , there appear to be no computational limitations preventing most of the college population from producing normative performance on any of the tasks investigated in Experiment 2. Using Baron's (1985 Baron's ( , 1994 Baron's ( , 1996 prescriptive-normative distinction, one might say that algorithmic-level limitations do not prevent the prescriptive response from approximating the normative one for a majority of the population examined here. Furthermore, for many of the tasks examined in Experiments 1 and 2, part of the descriptive-normative discrepancy that remains even when differences in cognitive ability are accounted for is predictable from differences in thinking dispositions. If Baron's (1985) suggestion that thinking dispositions are more malleable than cognitive capacity is accepted, then one may take this finding as additional evidence that prescriptive models should approximate normative ones.
Thinking Styles and Rational Thought
That thinking dispositions could serve as a predictor independent of differences in cognitive ability in Experiments 1 and 2 supports the distinction between thinking dispositions and cognitive capacities that is championed by some investigators (e.g., Baron, 1985 Baron, , 1988 . It is possible that the cognitive styles considered in our study represent a mixture of psychological mechanisms. For example, some of the thinking styles could be conceptualized as stored rules with prepositional content (e.g., "think of alternative explanations," "think of a reason against your position"). However, others may be less rule-like (e.g., dogmatism, absolutism), and their dissociation from computational capacity may suggest an interpretation similar to that given to the function of emotions by Johnson-Laird and Oatley (1992) , as interrupt signals supporting goal achievement.
Johnson-Laird and Oatley's (1992) discussion of the rationality of emotions (see also, de Sousa, 1987; Oatley, 1992) emphasizes pragmatic rationality: the coordination and achievement of goals (Audi, 1993a (Audi, , 1993b Stich, 1990) . However, it is also possible that some of the thinking styles discussed above may be conceived of as signals (e.g., "avoid closure," "keep searching for evidence," etc.) that have effects primarily on mechanisms that serve the ends of epistemic rationality: processes of fixing beliefs in proportion to evidence and in coherent relationships with other beliefs (Harman, 1986; Kitcher, 1993; Thagard, 1992) . In short, thinking dispositions of the type we have examined may provide information about epistemic goals at the rational level of analysis (see Anderson, 1990) .
The importance of thinking styles in discussions of human rationality has perhaps not received sufficient attention because of the heavy reliance on the competence-performance distinction in philosophical treatments of rational thought in which all of the important psychological mechanisms are allocated to the competence side of the dichotomy. From one such view, L. J. Cohen (1982) has argued that there really are only two factors affecting performance on rational thinking tasks: "normatively correct mechanisms on the one side, and adventitious causes of error on the other" (p. 252). Not surprisingly given such a conceptualization, the processes contributing to error (adventitious causes) are of little interest to L. J. Cohen (1981 Cohen ( , 1982 . Human performance arises from an intrinsic human competence that is impeccably rational, but responses occasionally deviate from normative correctness because of inattention, memory lapses, lack of motivation, distraction, momentary confusion, and other fluctuating but basically unimportant causes. There is nothing in such a view that would motivate any interest in patterns of errors or individual differences in such errors.
In contrast, Overton and Newman (1982) have argued for a more balanced view of the competence-performance divide, one in which competence models and models of the moderators of competence (cognitive styles, motivation, etc.) have more equal status. They have argued that competence theories have problems in accounting for variation in performance and that purely procedural theories have trouble accounting for important underlying constancies. As do Overton and Newman (1982) , Johnson-Laird and Byrne (1993) have articulated a view of rational thought that parses the competence-performance distinction very differently from that of L. J. Cohen (1981 Cohen ( , 1982 Cohen ( , 1986 and that simultaneously leaves room for cognitive styles to play an important role in determining responses. At the heart of the rational competence that Johnson-Laird and Byrne (1993) have attributed to humans is only one meta-principle: People are programmed to accept inferences as valid provided mat they have constructed no mental model of the premises that contradict the inference. Inferences are categorized as false when a mental model is discovered that is contradictory. However, the search for contradictory models is "not governed by any systematic or comprehensive principles" (p. 178).
The key point in Johnson-Laird and Byrne's (1993) account is that once an individual constructs a mental model from the premises, once the individual draws a new conclusion from the model, and once the individual begins the search for an alternative model of the premises that contradicts the conclusion, the individual "lacks any systematic method to make this search for counter-examples" (p. 205, italics added). In this passage, Johnson-Laird and Byrne seem to be arguing that there are no systematic control features of the search process. But epistemically related cognitive dispositions may in fact be reflecting just such control features. Individual differences in the extensiveness of the search for contradictory models could arise from a variety of cognitive factors that may be far from "adventitious," although not completely systematic (see Oatley, 1992; Overton, 1985 Overton, , 1990 : factors such as cognitive confidence, reflectivity, need for cognition, ideational generativity, dispositions toward confirmation bias and premature closure, etc.
It is possible that one of the characteristic cognitive styles that may be accounting for the common variance carried by several of the rational thinking tasks that did converge in the individual difference analyses is the tendency to decontextualize reasoning (Denny, 1991; Donaldson, 1978 Donaldson, , 1993 Epstein, 1994; Evans, 1984 Evans, , 1989 Luria, 1976; Neimark, 1987; Olson, 1977 Olson, ,1994 Piaget, 1926 Piaget, ,1972 . Decontextualization is the feature of thought that is actually emphasized by many critics of the heuristics and biases literature who, nevertheless, fail to see it as implying a research program for differential psychology. For example, if to contextualize a problem is the natural and nearly universal reasoning style of human beings (what might be called the fundamental computational bias), then it is not surprising that many people respond incorrectly when attempting a psychological task that is explicitly designed to require a decontextualized reasoning style (contrary-to-fact syllogisms, base-rate problems, argument evaluation, etc.). But the fact that some people do give the decontextualized response means that at least some people have available a larger repertoire of reasoning styles (they can flexibly reason so as to override the fundamental computational bias if the situation requires).
Alternative Explanations
One possible mechanism accounting for the patterns of covariance in task performance arguably may be differential educational experience. Perhaps, for example, more intelligent participants have been exposed to superior educational experiences: experiences in which they were more likely to be taught the normatively appropriate responses to the tasks. The plausibility of this argument varies greatly across the various tasks that were investigated. For example, the causal aggregate statistical problems are presented to the participants as having no right or wrong answers. These problems did not require any numerical calculation, and nothing like them appears in any curriculum known to us. Empirically, the correlation between the composite score on the aggregate reasoning problems and formal statistics exposure at the college level was .110 in Experiment 2: a relationship not large enough to sustain a strong explanation in terms of educational experience. As Table 3 indicates, across the seven tasks in Experiment 2, the mathematics-statistics background composite variable displayed a significant correlation with only one task (the AET). The absolute magnitude of the seven correlations ranged from .045 to .137. Even the composite variable of all seven rational thinking tasks displayed a correlation of only .162 with the mathematicsstatistics background variable, considerably lower than that with the TDC (.442) or SAT total score (.547).
Finally, it is not the case that more intelligent students were simply more sensitive to demand characteristics that encouraged a socially desirable normative response. Across all of the experiments, a consistent finding was that the students giving the normative response were not more prone to make socially desirable responses. More often, the trend was in the opposite direction.
Conclusions
In reply to L. J. Cohen's (1981) well-known critique of the heuristics and biases literature-surely the most often cited of such critiques- Jepson et al. (1983) have argued that "Cohen postulates far too broad a communality in the reasoning processes of the 'untutored' adult" (p. 495). Jepson et al., we have argued, were right on the mark-but their argument has been largely ignored in more recent debates about human rationality and the tasks that we have used to assess it (see Roberts, 1993; Yates et al., 1996) . Although on all tasks many participants displayed the characteristic biases that have been observed in the literature, we consistently uncovered enormous individual variation on each of the tasks that we investigated, and there were almost always a few participants whose performance was almost perfectly optimal from a normative point of view: Some participants got all the syllogisms correct, some were almost perfectly correlated with the experts' judgments on the AET, some were nearly perfectly correlated with Ap in the covariation task, a few chose the more diagnostic statistical evidence and ignored the vivid case evidence nearly every time, a few made consistently correct choices in the selection task, a reasonable number displayed no outcome bias or if-only thinking, and some chose the VARY-ONE strategy every time.
In fact, critics of the heuristics and biases literature have sometimes mentioned an individual differences result to bolster their position. L. J. Cohen (1982) has critiqued the older "bookbag and poker chip" literature on Bayesian conservatism (Phillips & Edwards, 1966; Slovic, Fischhoff, & Lichtenstein, 1977) by noting that if so-called "conservatism" resulted from some inherent inadequacy in people's information-processing systems one might expect that, when individual differences in informationprocessing are measured on independently attested scales, some of them would correlate with degrees of "conservatism." In fact, no such correlation was found by Alker and Hermann (1971) . And this is just what one would expect if "conservatism" is not a defect, but a rather deeply rooted virtue of the system, (pp. 259-260) This is precisely how Alker and Hermann (1971) themselves argued in their article: Phillips et al. (1966) have proposed that conservatism is the result of intellectual deficiencies. If this is the case, variables such as rationality, verbal intelligence, and integrative complexity should have related to deviation from optimality-more rational, intelligent, and complex individuals should have shown less conservatism. The lack of relationship raises questions about the type of ideal decision maker the Bayesian model denotes, (p. 40) Funder (1987) , like L. J. Cohen (1982) , has used a finding about individual differences to argue that a particular attribution error should not be considered suboptimal or nonnormative. Block and Funder (1986) analyzed the role effect observed by Ross, Amabile, and Steinmetz (1977) : that people rated questioners more knowledgeable than contestants in a quiz game. Although Ross, Amabile, et al. (1977) viewed the role effect as an attributional errorpeople allegedly failed to adjust their estimates of the knowledge displayed by a consideration of the individual's role- Block and Funder (1986) demonstrated that individuals most susceptible to this attributional "error" were more socially competent, more well adjusted, and more intelligent. Because more socially competent individuals were more prone to this attributional effect, Funder (1987) has argued that the view that this attributional pattern is an error is undermined. Thus, both Funder (1987) and L. J. Cohen (1982) have had recourse to patterns of individual differences to pump our intuitions (see Dennett, 1980) in the direction of undermining our standard normative analysis of the tasks under consideration. Funder (1987) has compared decision-making biases to optical illusions, arguing that an individual experiencing such an illusion is not characterized as displaying a flaw in judgment or a dysfunctional cognitive mechanism. Indeed, the clear inference to be drawn from this example is that the information-processing system of anyone not subject to the illusion would be suspect. This is how, for example, researchers interpret the finding that mentally retarded individuals are less susceptible to certain illusions (Spitz, 1979) . Those less susceptible to the illusion are expected to be characterized by less efficient information processing because the occurrence of the illusion is seen to result from the operation of adaptive cognitive mechanisms.
The use of the visual illusion analogy invites the same inference with regard to rational thinking tasks whereby the modal response departs from the normative response. That is, it is apparently to be inferred that the modal response reflects the operation of adaptive cognitive mechanisms and that the normative response is reflective of inefficient information processing. In short, according to the visual illusion analogy argument, individuals less susceptible to the cognitive illusions in these rational thinking tasks have less efficient cognitive mechanisms-just as in the case of mentally retarded individuals who prove less susceptible to visual illusions. The visual illusion analogy seems appropriate in the case of the AIDS base-rate problem of Experiment 3 whereby participants displaying base-rate neglect (i.e., those more susceptible to the illusion) were indeed higher in cognitive capacity than those less susceptible to base-rate neglect. The problem here is that the results of Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that the analogy to visual illusions might be inappropriate as applied to a number of other tasks (see Baron, 1994) . Individuals less susceptible to several cognitive illusions (belief bias, vividness effects, matching bias in the selection task, etc.) were, contrary to the visual illusion analogy, more cognitively competent man those more susceptible. This is not what would be expected if susceptibility to the illusion reflected adaptive functioning (Anderson, 1991; Cooper, 1987; Oaksford & Chater, 1994 Payne et al., 1993; Shanks, 1995) .
Philosopher Nicholas Rescher (1988) has argued that to construe the data of these interesting experimental studies [of probabilistic reasoning] to mean that people are systematically programmed to fallacious processes of reasoningrather than merely that they are inclined to a variety of (occasionally questionable) substantive suppositions-is a very questionable step While all (normal) people are to be credited with the capacity to reason, they frequently do not exercise it well. (p. 196) There are two parts to Rescher's (1988) point here: the "systematically programmed" part and the "inclination toward questionable suppositions" part. Rescher's (1988) focus-like that of many who have dealt with the philosophical implications of the idea of human irrationality (L. J. Cohen, 1981 Cohen, , 1982 Cohen, , 1986 Davidson, 1980; Dennett, 1987; Goldman, 1986; Harman, 1995; Kornblith, 1993; Stein, 1996; Stich, 1990) -is on the issue of how humans are systematically programmed. Inclinations toward questionable suppositions are only of interest to those in the philosophical debates as mechanisms that allow one to drive a wedge between competence and performance (L. J. Cohen, 1981 Cohen, , 1982 Rescher, 1988) , thus maintaining a theory of near-optimal human rational competence in the face of a host of responses that seemingly defy explanation in terms of standard normative models (Baron, 1993a (Baron, , 1994 Capon & Kuhn, 1979; Dawes, 1988; Gilovich, 1991; Griffiths, 1994; Shafir, 1994; Shafir & Tversky, 1992; Sutherland, 1992; Thaler, 1992; Wagenaar, 1988) .
One of the purposes of our research program is to reverse the figure and ground in this dispute, which has tended to be dominated by the particular way that philosophers frame the competence-performance distinction. Developmental psychologists have long held a more balanced view of the matter. For example, Neimark (1981; see also, Overton, 1990) has argued that in focusing upon inferred competence as a central topic of theoretical concern, individual difference factors, and all the stimulus components of ambiguous experimental procedures which give rise to them, may be dismissed as sources of noisy variability or bias to be eliminated at all cost. However, when interest shifts to description of performance as a legitimate topic of theoretical interest, then all these banished "undesirables" come flooding back demanding attention. A complete psychological theory, and its application to everyday problems, requires a full account of how competence is translated into performance and how it is masked or amplified by a plethora of varying conditions, (p. 187)
In short, from a psychological standpoint, there may be important implications in precisely the aspects of performance that have been backgrounded hi the controversy about basic reasoning competence. That is, whatever the outcome of the disputes about how humans are systematically programmed (Cosmides, 1989; Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991 Johnson-Laird, Byrne, & Schaeken, 1994; Oaksford & Chater, 1993 O'Brien, Braine, & Yang, 1994; Rips, 1994) , variation in the inclination toward questionable suppositions is of psychological interest as a topic of study in its own right (see Roberts, 1993) . The experiments reported here indicate, at least for certain subsets of tasks, that the inclination toward questionable suppositions has some degree of domain generality, that it is in some cases linked to computational limitations, and that it is predicted by thinking dispositions that can be related to the epistemic and pragmatic goals of rational thought.
